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Corruption with competition among hidden
principals
Abstract

Generally when there is increased competition on one side of the market, the

other side is better o®. We study the e®ects of increased competition among

sellers when there is a potentially corrupt agent who procures the good on behalf

of a buyer. The model consists of a principal (the owner of a ¯rm), an agent

(the manager), and many \hidden principals" (suppliers of an input). Corruption

occurs when an agent conspires with one of these hidden principals to appropriate

gains at the principal's expense. Suppliers have two key attributes: production

cost and \dishonesty" cost (a utility penalty incurred from being corrupt). The

e®ects of increased competition among suppliers depend crucially on whether new

suppliers are heterogeneous across these characteristics. When the new suppliers

vary according to their productivity levels and/or their honesty levels, there are

three possible sources of ine±ciency. First, no transaction may occur, although it

is socially e±cient to transact. Second, the most productive supplier may not be

used because he is too honest. Third, the most productive supplier may not be

used because the principal has (optimally) restricted the pool of potential suppliers.

Importantly, we ¯nd that increased competition among sellers may in fact harm

the buyer.

JEL CLASSIFICATION NUMBERS: C72, C73, D23, D61, D82.

KEYWORDS: corruption, principal-agent, hidden principal, competition.
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1 Introduction

Generally when there is competition in one side of the market (buyers or

sellers) the other side is better o®. The question that we try to answer in

this paper is what happens when there is an agent, that can be corrupt, in

the middle.

The relationship between competition and corruption is one of the funda-

mental issues on the ¯eld. In the seminal paper of the economics of corruption

Rose-Ackerman (1975) studies the connection between market structure and

the incidence of corruption in the government contracting process but there

is no agency problem modeled in the paper. Shleifer and Vishny (1993) look

at the incidence of the structure of governments in the consequences of cor-

ruption for resource allocation, they conclude that decentralized corruption

is more damaging to the society than centralized corruption. They also left

the agency problem out of their analysis focussing on the interaction be-

tween the agent and the hidden principal. Bliss and Di Tella (1997) focus

on the process of bribe demands by corrupt o±cials from ¯rms which can

either accept or quit, hence corruption a®ects the number of ¯rms. They

use three ways of measuring the degree of competition (transportation costs,

uncertainty of the cost distribution and overhead costs). The results are am-

biguous, they cannot a±rm that increases in competition lead to lower levels

of corruption. But again they are not modelling agency relationships. La®ont

and N'Guessan (1998) in a regulatory model study the relationship between

competition and corruption. The level of competition is capture by the value

of the parameters that measure the quality of the supervisor technology and

the marginal cost of the unregulated competitive sector. They show that \the

e®ect of greater competition on corruption depends on the complementarity

or substitutability of the two instruments available to decrease information

rents". When low powered incentives and greater competition are comple-

ment instruments greater competition entails more corruption.

In this paper we examine the e®ects of introducing competition among
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hidden principals2.. We analyze what happens when there are several sup-

pliers of the input from which the agent can choose. Our goal is to de-

termine whether competition of this sort reduces or ampli¯es the e®ects of

corruption3.

Corruption occurs when an agent conspires with one of these hidden prin-

cipals to appropriate gains at the principal's expense. If the principal is better

o® with a smaller number of suppliers he can increase his utility by restrict-

ing the set of possible suppliers. This is a possible justi¯cation of having a

restricted list of suppliers.

We ¯nd three possible sources of ine±ciencies. 1) Socially e±cient trans-

actions may not occur4. 2) The most productive supplier may not be used

because he is too honest. 3) The most productive supplier may not be used

because the principal has (optimally) restricted the pool of potential sup-

pliers. Another consequence of corruption is a redistribution of transaction

surplus from the principal to the agent and/or the hidden principal.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces

the model and presents some results. Section 3 analyzes the e®ects of in-

creasing the number of suppliers and Section 4 concludes.

2 The model

There are three players: the owner of a ¯rm (the principal), the manager

(the agent) and the supplier (the hidden principal). The manager's task is

to buy an input from a supplier. If the input is purchased the principal can

sell his output at a price I . The hidden principal and the agent know the

2The corrupter in°uences the behavior of the agent but he does not explicitly employ

the agent; thus the name \hidden principal", although their relationship is not necessarily

one of a principal and an agent.
3For a discussion about the e®ects of corruption you can see Ades and Di Tella (1995),

Bardhan (1997), Rose-Ackerman (1978), and Weinschelbaum (1998).
4This ine±ciency may still arise even if corruption does not occur in equilibrium.
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cost (c) of the input but the principal knows only that c 2 fc1; c2; c3g 5 and
that Pr(c) = qj if c = cj; where q1+q2+ q3 = 1:We assume I > c3 > c2 > c1.

Thus the transaction is always socially desirable.

We also assume that there are two types of agents who di®er according

to their level of honesty, hia 2 f0; Hg ;where hia = H indicates that the agent

i is honest and thus will not lie. The probability that the agent is honest is

Pr(hia = H) = h: There are only two possible values for the level of honesty

of the hidden principal hihp 2 f0; Hg, where hihp = H indicates that the

hidden principal i is honest and thus will not lie. The probability that the

hidden principal is honest is Pr(hihp = H) = p. If either one of these players

is honest, neither will lie. They lie only if both are dishonest, i.e., the cost

of lying is 0 for both of them.

We refer to the coalition between the agent and the hidden principal as

the conspiracy. The conspiracy's strategy space is bc: C ! <: Thus, they
choose an announcement (bc) for each possible actual cost (c). We de¯ne
\corruption" as bc 6= c and \no corruption" as bc = c.
The strategy of the principal is to choose a scheme wa : bC ! <: In other

words, the principal o®ers a payment contract contingent on the announce-

ment of cost (bc) after the transaction has been completed.
We are assuming that the principal knows neither the type of the agent

nor the supplier, as opposed to the agent and the supplier who have complete

information.

The sequence of the game is as follows:

1. Nature selects the honesty levels of the agent and the hidden principal.

2. The agent and the hidden principal observe both honesty parameters.

3. The principal decides the payment system wa.

5There are very similar results if we assume c to be a continuos variable. We decide to

present the dicrete case for simplicity.
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4. Nature selects the acquisition cost c: c1 (with probability q1), c2 (with

probability q2) and c3 (with probability q3).

5. The agent and the hidden principal observe the acquisition cost.

6. The agent and the hidden principal jointly announce the value bC. They
have the option of refusing the transaction, leading to one \participa-

tion " constraint for each state6.

2.1 Some results:

Lemma 1 : Without loss of generality we can restrict our analysis to the

following three schemes

w1a : wa(c1) = wa(c2) = wa (c3) = c1

w2a : wa(c1) = c1; wa(c2) = wa (c3) = c2

w3a : wa(c1) = c1; wa(c2) = c2; wa (c3) = c3

Proof. See Appendix 1.

Note that when the coalition does not lie it gets no surplus. When the

scheme is w1a; the utility of the principal is:

Up
¡
w1a

¢
= q1(I ¡ c1) (1)

Under w1a; the principal does not allow the agent to exercise discretion. How-

ever, this restriction is costly the transaction will only take place when the

cost is c1; independently of the level of honesty. Since the agent has no dis-

cretion under this scheme, there cannot be corruption. There is, however,

6Some authors, such as Borland (1992), would classify this situation as an adverse

selection problem, since there is a \precontractual" asymmetry in information between the

parties. We set aside the de¯nitional distinctions between \moral hazard" and \adverse

selection".
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an ine±ciency that arises since the transaction does not always occur. Since

there is no transaction when the cost is medium or high, the magnitude of

the ine±ciency is given by

q3 (I ¡ c3) + q2 (I ¡ c2)

When the scheme is w2a; the utility of the principal is:

Up
¡
w2a

¢
= q1 (h+ (1¡ h) p) (I ¡ c1) +

(q2 + q1 (1¡ h) (1¡ p)) (I ¡ c2) (2)

The payment will be c1 when the actual cost is c1 and at least one of the

conspiracy members is honest. The payment will be c2 when a) the actual

cost is c1 and both the agent and the hidden principal are dishonest and

b) when the actual cost is c2. In this scheme the agent has some discretion.

When the real cost is c3 there will be no transaction. Thus when the principal

uses scheme w2a there is an ine±ciency equal to q3 (I ¡ c3).
When the principal uses scheme w2a; there is corruption with probability

q1 (1¡ h) (1¡ p)

When the cost is low and both the agent and the supplier are dishonest, they

announce that the cost is medium.

When the scheme is w3a the utility of the principal is:

Up
¡
w3a

¢
= q1 (h+ (1¡ h) p) (I ¡ c1) + q2 (h + (1¡ h) p) (I ¡ c2) +

((q1 + q2) (1¡ h) (1¡ p) + q3) (I ¡ c3) (3)

This yields corruption with probability

(q1 + q2) (1¡ h) (1¡ p)
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2.1.1 Some comparative statics

We assume the principal chooses the utility maximizing scheme. As the

parameters of the problem change, we can ask how his utility under each

scheme changes and how, as a consequence, the \probability" of choosing

each scheme varies. As we move from w1a to w
3
a; the level of discretion of the

agent increases. This has two e®ects, increasing the probability of corruption

and increasing the probability there is a transaction.

Proposition 1 : The probability of corruption is increasing both in I and

c1 but decreasing in c3.

Proof. See Appendix 2.

The intuition is as follows, the probability of corruption under each

scheme is independent of (I; c1; c3), but the probability of using each scheme

is not. There are at least three possible reasons why the principal might

choose a scheme in which corruption is more likely to occur: 1) The higher

the level of income, the more expensive it is to forego the transaction in

any state. As a consequence, the principal will more often use schemes that

lead to corruption with higher probability. 2) The higher c1 the smaller the

loss from corruption. Thus, the principal will more often use schemes where

corruption occurs more often. 3) The lower c3 the smaller the loss from cor-

ruption. Thus, the principal will more often use schemes where corruption

occurs more often.

3 Increasing the number of hidden principals

Generally increased competition on one side of the market is better for the

other side. An important question is whether this will hold true when cor-

ruption is possible. The answer is that it will depend on how we introduce

competition.
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We determine the level of competition by the quantity of hidden prin-

cipals in the market. But the number of hidden principals is not the only

issue. A hidden principal's type is de¯ned by two characteristics, cost and

level of honesty
¡
HP i = [ci; hihp]

¢
: We can increase the number of hidden

principals in four di®erent ways, according to the possible combinations of

characteristics.

C H: All the hidden principals are of the same type: We take a single

draw of cost and honesty level and replicate this type.

C H: All the hidden principals have the same level of honesty, but they

can have di®erent costs: We take a draw of the cost for each hidden principal

but just one draw for the level of honesty.

C H: All the hidden principals have the same level of cost, but they can

have di®erent levels of honesty: We take a draw of the level of honesty for

each hidden principal but just one for the cost.

C H: The hidden principals can have di®erent levels of honesty and dif-

ferent costs: We take a draw of the level of honesty and a draw of the cost

for each hidden principal.

We assume that the principal knows how many suppliers are in the market

so the optimal scheme may depend on this number. If we do not allow

the principal to learn the number of hidden principals, he cannot condition

the scheme on this number so he will not be able to capture some gains

associated with having more suppliers. However, this is mainly a problem of

information, not one of competition.

There are n suppliers independently of the kinds of heterogeneity that we

allow. The sequence of the game is as follows:

1. Nature selects the honesty level of the agent and of the hidden princi-

pals. Notice that under cases C H and C H di®erent hidden principals

can have di®erent levels of honesty.

2. The agent observes all honesty parameters and each hidden principal

observes his own honesty parameter.
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3. The principal decides the payment system wa.

4. Nature selects the acquisition cost c: c1 (with probability q1), c2 (with

probability q2) and c3 (with probability q3).

5. The agent observes every acquisition cost and each hidden principal

observes his own acquisition cost.

6. The agent chooses a hidden principal7.

7. The agent and the hidden principal (chosen by the agent) jointly an-

nounce the value bc. They have the option of refusing the transaction,
leading to one \participation constraint" for each state.

As we will see the results vary dramatically depending on how we replicate

the hidden principals.

3.1 Homogeneous honesty levels and costs (C H)

With completely homogeneous hidden principals most of the results are in-

dependent of the number of hidden principals. The principal always uses the

same scheme and the level of ine±ciency and the utility of the principal are

independent of the number of hidden principals. All that changes is the dis-

tribution of surplus inside the conspiracy. In all cases with multiple hidden

principals the agent has a better \bargaining" position. For many structures

of the \bargaining game" with at least two hidden principals, the agent gets

the whole surplus.

7We do not allowed a looser hidden principal to denounce the agent, nor having a

supervisor (in the spirit of Kofman and Lawarr¶ee (1996)) that control the agent. So the

agents are powerful players. Reducing the power of the agent will certainly weakening the

results. But as long as the agent keep enough power, as we think generally happens, the

results will persist.
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3.2 Homogenous honesty levels and heterogenous costs

(C H)

The utility of the principal when there are n hidden principals and the prin-

cipal uses scheme w1a is:

Up
¡
w1a

¢
= (1¡ (1¡ q1)n) (I ¡ c1)

That is, there is a transaction when there is at least one supplier with low

cost. Under this scheme there is an ine±ciency

((1¡ q1)n ¡ (q3)n) (I ¡ c2) + (q3)n (I ¡ c3)

re°ecting the fact that, when there is no supplier with low cost, there is no

transaction. When there is at least one supplier with medium cost which

occurs with probability ((1¡ q1)n ¡ (q3)n) ; the loss is (I ¡ c2) ; and when all
have high cost, which occurs with probability (q3)

n ; the loss is (I ¡ c3) :
When the scheme is w2a the utility of the principal is:

Up
¡
w2a

¢
= (1¡ (1¡ q1)n) (h+ (1¡ h) p) (I ¡ c1) +

(1¡ q3n ¡ (1¡ (1¡ q1)n) (h+ (1¡ h) p)) (I ¡ c2)

The payment will be c1 when there is at least one supplier with low cost and

the conspiracy is honest. The payment will be c2 when a) there is no supplier

with low cost and at least one with cost c2 or b) the actual cost is c1 and the

conspiracy is dishonest.

When the principal uses this scheme, there is an ine±ciency

q3
n (I ¡ c3)

re°ecting the fact that, when all the hidden principals are high cost, there is

no transaction. Under this scheme, there is corruption with probability

(1¡ (1¡ q1)n) (1¡ h) (1¡ p)
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occurring when there is at least one hidden principal with low cost and the

agent and the hidden principals are dishonest.

When the scheme is w3a the utility of the principal is:

Up
¡
w3a

¢
= (1¡ (1¡ q1)n) (h+ (1¡ h) p) (I ¡ c1) +

((1¡ q1)n ¡ q3n) (h+ (1¡ h) p) (I ¡ c2) +
((1¡ h) (1¡ p) + (h+ (1¡ h) p) q3n) (I ¡ c3)

If either the agent or the suppliers are honest, the payment will be the true

minimum cost available, but when everyone is dishonest the payment will

be c3; regardless of the actual minimum cost. Under this scheme there is

corruption with probability

(1¡ h) (1¡ p) (1¡ q3n)

which occurs whenever the agent and the hidden principals are dishonest and

not all the hidden principals are high cost.

Looking at the three payment schemes, when n increases the utility of

the principal increases no matter which scheme he is using, so the principal

is better o®.

Proposition 2 : For every value of the parameters, when n is large enough

the principal will use w1a and, therefore, the probability of corruption goes to

zero.

Proof. It follows directly from the following inequality

lim
n!1

Up (w1a) > lim
n!1

Up (w2a) > lim
n!1

Up (w3a).

This proposition implies that when we have enough hidden principals

there is no corruption. This is because the probability of having at least one

supplier with cost c1 goes to one so the principal will always use w1a: In this

case the principal is better o® with more suppliers and the probability of

corruption goes to zero as n increases. The economy is also more productive

in a technological sense as the quantity of suppliers increases, because the
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probability of having at least one supplier with low cost and not all with high

cost increases.

3.3 Homogenous costs and heterogenous honesty lev-

els (C H)

The utility of the principal when there are n hidden principals and the prin-

cipal uses scheme w1a is:

Up
¡
w1a

¢
= q1 (I ¡ c1)

Under this scheme there is an ine±ciency given by

q3 (I ¡ c3) + q2 (I ¡ c2)
re°ecting the fact that, when the cost is either high or medium, there is no

transaction.

When the scheme is w2a the utility of the principal is:

Up
¡
w2a

¢
= q1 (h+ (1¡ h) pn) (I ¡ c1) +

(q2 + q1 (1¡ h) (1¡ pn)) (I ¡ c2)
The payment will be c1 when the cost is c1 and either the agent is honest or

all the hidden principals are honest. The payment will be c2 when the real

cost is c2 and when the following conditions hold a) the real cost is c1, b) the

agent is dishonest and c) at least one hidden principal is dishonest.

Under scheme w2a there is an ine±ciency given by q3 (I ¡ c3) since when
the cost is high there is no transaction. Under this scheme, there is corruption

with probability

q1 (1¡ h) (1¡ pn)
When the scheme is w3a the utility of the principal is:

Up
¡
w3a

¢
= q1 (h+ (1¡ h) pn) (I ¡ c1) +

q2 (h+ (1¡ h) pn) (I ¡ c2) +
((q1 + q2) ((1¡ h) (1¡ pn)) + q3) (I ¡ c3)
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In this case the transaction always occurs. The payment will be c1 (c2) when

the cost is c1 (c2) and the agent is honest or all the hidden principals are

honest. The payment will be c3 when the cost is c3 or when the cost is

either c1 or c2 and the agent is dishonest and at least one hidden principal is

dishonest. Under this scheme, there is corruption with probability

(q1 + q2) (1¡ h) (1¡ pn)

Examining how the utility under each scheme changes when the number

of hidden principals changes we get the following:

Proposition 3 : The utility of the principal is non-increasing in the number

of hidden principals. It is decreasing when the optimal scheme is either w2a
or w3a.

Proof: It follows directly from the following inequality

d
¡
Up

¡
w3a

¢¢
=dn < d

¡
Up

¡
w2a

¢¢
=dn < d

¡
Up

¡
w1a

¢¢
=dn = 0: (4)

The explanation is as follows. If the agent is honest, increasing the num-

ber of hidden principals does not a®ect the utility of the principal. But when

the agent is dishonest, if the principal uses scheme w2a or w
3
a; more hidden

principals, increases the chance that the agent will ¯nd a dishonest one when

the cost is low (for w2a) or when the cost is medium or low (for w1a) ; leading

to a corrupt conspiracy:

It is interesting that in this case the principal has an incentive to choose

a hidden principal and restrict the agent to trade with him only. This is

a possible explanation for the common business practice of keeping closed

suppliers' lists.

Proposition 4 :The expected value of the ine±ciency is increasing in the

number of hidden principals.
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Proof: From (4) we know that the greater is n the greater the probability

that the principal uses scheme w1a and the smaller the probability that he

uses w3a: Further, the expected size of the ine±ciency under w
1
a is greater

than that under w2a which is greater than under w
3
a:¥

For certain parameters values, there are schemes that they will never be

used. For example we know that

² if lim
n!1

Up (w
3
a) > lim

n!1
Up (w

2
a) ; w

2
a will never be optimal

² if lim
n!1

Up (w3a) > lim
n!1

Up (w1a) ; w
1
a will never be optimal

² if lim
n!1

Up (w
2
a) > lim

n!1
Up (w

1
a) ; w

1
a will never be optimal

3.4 Heterogeneous costs and honesty levels (CH)

Allowing heterogeneity among hidden principals modi¯es principal's utility.

When heterogeneity in costs is allowed (C H); the principal is better o® the

larger the number of hidden principals because it is easier to ¯nd low cost

hidden principals, we will call this e®ect \cost reducing". When heterogeneity

in honesty level is allowed (C H); the principal is worse o® the larger the

number of hidden principals because for a dishonest agent it is easier to ¯nd

a dishonest hidden principal, we will call this e®ect \easier to cheat". In case

(C H) since heterogeneity in both, costs and honesty level is allowed, both

e®ects will be present.

The utility of the principal under w1a when there are n hidden principals

is:

Up
¡
w1a

¢
= (1¡ (1¡ q1)n) (I ¡ c1)

There will be a transaction whenever there is at least one supplier with cost

c1: The payment will be c1; the maximum amount that the principal will pay.

Under this scheme, there is an ine±ciency given by

((1¡ q1)n ¡ q3n) (I ¡ c2) + q3n (I ¡ c3)
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If at least one has medium cost, the ine±ciency is (I ¡ c2) while if all have
high costs it is (I ¡ c3) :
When the scheme is w2a; the utility of the principal is:

Up
¡
w2a

¢
= (1¡ (1¡ q1)n)h (I ¡ c1) + (I ¡ c2) ((1¡ q1)n ¡ q3n) +

(1¡ (1¡ q1)n) (I ¡ c2) (1¡ h) +

(1¡ h)
nX

i=1

µ
n

i

¶
(q1)

i (1¡ q1)n¡ipi (c2 ¡ c1)

The ¯rst term corresponds to the case where at least one hidden principal

has low cost and the agent is honest. The second term corresponds to the

case where there is no hidden principal with low cost but there is at least one

with cost c2: The third term corresponds to the case where there is at least

one hidden principal with low cost and the agent is dishonest. The fourth

term corresponds to the case where a) there is at least one hidden principal

with low cost and b) the agent is dishonest but c) there are no dishonest

hidden principals.

The above expression can be rewritten as follows

Up
¡
w2a

¢
= (1¡ (1¡ q1)n)h (I ¡ c1) + (I ¡ c2) ((1¡ q1)n ¡ q3n) +

(1¡ (1¡ q1)n) (I ¡ c2) (1¡ h) +
(1¡ h) (c2 ¡ c1) ((1¡ q1 + q1p)n ¡ (1¡ q1)n)

Under this scheme, there is an ine±ciency given by q3
n (I ¡ c3) since,

when all suppliers have high costs, the transaction does not take place

There is corruption with probability
Ã
(1¡ (1¡ q1)n)¡

nX

i=1

µ
n

i

¶
(q1)

i (1¡ q1)n¡ipi
!
(1¡ h)

This occurs when both the agent and at least one low cost hidden principal

are dishonest.
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When the scheme is w3a the utility of the principal is:

Up
¡
w3a

¢
= (1¡ (1¡ q1)n)h (I ¡ c1) + ((1¡ q1)n ¡ q3n) h (I ¡ c2) +

q3
n (I ¡ c3) + (1¡ h) (1¡ q3n) (I ¡ c3) +

(1¡ h) (1¡ q1)n
Xn

i=1

µ
n

i

¶
(q2= (1¡ q1))i

(q3= (1¡ q1))n¡i pi (c3 ¡ c2) +

(1¡ h)
Xn

i=1

µ
n

i

¶
(q1)

i (1¡ q1)n¡i pi

Xn¡i

j=0

µ
n¡ i
j

¶µ
q2

1¡ q1

¶j µ q3
1¡ q1

¶n¡j¡i
pj (c3 ¡ c1)

The transaction will always take place. The payment will be c1 when there is

at least one hidden principal with low cost and either the agent is honest or

all the hidden principals with cost c1 or c2 are honest. The payment will be

c2 when a) there is no hidden principal with low cost, b) there is at least one

with cost c2 and c) either the agent is honest or all the hidden principals with

cost c2 are honest. The payment will be c3 when 1) all the hidden principals

are high cost, or 2) when the agent is dishonest and there is at least one

hidden principal with cost c1 or c2 that is also dishonest.

The above expression can be rewritten as follows

Up
¡
w3a

¢
= (1¡ (1¡ q1)n)h (I ¡ c1) + ((1¡ q1)n ¡ q3n) h (I ¡ c2) +

(I ¡ c3) (1¡ h+ hp3n) +
(c3 ¡ c2) (1¡ h) ((q3 + q2p)n ¡ q3n) +
(1¡ h) (c3 ¡ c1) ((q3 + qp2 + q1p)n ¡ (q3 + qp2)n)

Under this scheme, there will be an ine±ciency given by

(1¡ h) (c2 ¡ c1)

0
@

Pn
i=1

¡
n
i

¢
(q1)

i (1¡ q1)n¡i pi
Pn¡i

j=0

¡
n¡i
j

¢ ³
q2
1¡q1

´j ³
q3
1¡q1

´n¡j
(1¡ pj)

1
A

It is worth noting that, while in prior cases under scheme w3a there were

no ine±ciencies, in this case we have a new source of ine±ciency. When the
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agent is dishonest and there is no dishonest supplier with low cost but there

is at least one dishonest supplier with medium cost, the agent will buy from

that supplier even though he is not the most e±cient. This occurs because

the conspiracy can obtain a surplus equal to (c3 ¡ c2) :
There is corruption with probability

(1¡ h)
µ
1¡ q3n ¡

Xn

i=1

µ
n

i

¶
q3
n¡i (1¡ q3)i pi

¶

corresponding to the case where the agent is dishonest, not all the suppliers

have high cost and not all the suppliers with low or medium cost are honest.

Proposition 5 : For every value of the parameters, when n is large enough

the principal will use w1a and, therefore, the probability of corruption goes to

zero.

Proof. It follows directly from the following inequality

lim
n!1

Up
¡
w1a

¢
= (I ¡ c1) >

lim
n!1

Up
¡
w2a

¢
= h (I ¡ c1) + (1¡ h) (I ¡ c2) >

lim
n!1

Up
¡
w3a

¢
= h (I ¡ c1) + (1¡ h) (I ¡ c3) :¥

This means that when n is large enough the e®ect of having di®erent

draws for the costs \costs reducing" dominates the e®ect of having di®erent

draws for honesty level \easier to cheat". This is because as the number

of suppliers increases the probability of not having any low cost supplier

goes to zero. The principal will use scheme w1a and the probability that the

transaction occurs goes to one.

However, the utility of the principal is not necessarily a monotone increas-

ing function of n. There are cases where for some regions it is decreasing i.e.,

\easier to cheat" dominates \cost reducing". In such cases the principal have

incentives to restrict the possible suppliers, by creating a supplier list. If such

a restriction occurs, it creates a new source of ine±ciency. If the e±cient
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suppliers are not on the list, the input will be purchased from an ine±cient

supplier. By restricting the number of possible draws, the expected value of

the minimum cost will be greater. The objective of restricting the number of

suppliers is to reduce the possibility that the agent ¯nds a dishonest hidden

principal.

Summarizing this analysis of the di®erent speci¯cations of hidden prin-

cipal heterogeneity, the results of Proposition 1 holds for every quantity of

hidden principals regardless the type of heterogeneity we allow.

Proposition 6 : For any quantity of hidden principals and any kind of

heterogeneity among them, the probability of corruption is increasing both in

I and c1 but decreasing in c3.

Proof. See Appendix 3.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we investigate the e®ects of having competition among suppliers

when the buyers are represented by a corruptible agent. First, we consider

homogeneous suppliers only. We ¯nd that when all the hidden principals are

identical, the results are basically independent of the quantity of suppliers,

except for the distribution of the gains from lying between the agent and the

supplier .

When we allow heterogeneous suppliers. When the suppliers di®er only

in the cost level, the economy becomes more productive as the number of

suppliers increases, since the expected value of the minimum cost is lower.

The utility of the principal is increasing in the quantity of hidden principals

under any payment scheme.

When only the honesty level varies among hidden principals the probabil-

ity of ¯nding a dishonest one increases as the quantity increases. This does

not a®ect the principal's utility when the agent is honest, but it does when
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the agent is dishonest. In the latter case, the principal's utility is decreasing

in the number of suppliers for any scheme where there exists a possibility of

corruption. If the principal has the option to restrict the possible suppliers

to only one, it will be optimal to do so.

Finally, when suppliers may vary over both cost and level of honesty, we

have the combination of the two e®ects observed before. The total e®ect

is not de¯ned. When the number of suppliers is large enough, the \cost

reducing" e®ect dominates the \easier to cheat" e®ect, making the principal's

utility increasing in n. But when n is small, the sign of the total e®ect is not

determined. So, if the quantity of suppliers is at a point where the principal's

utility is decreasing then the use of a restriction of possible suppliers, when

available, is pro¯table for the principal. Nevertheless, such restrictions will

generate an ine±ciency since the expected cost is greater the smaller is the

number of hidden principals.

A new source of ine±ciency arises when a) the principal pays the an-

nounced cost, b) the agent is dishonest, c) there is at least one supplier with

low cost but none dishonest with low cost and d) there is at least one dis-

honest with medium cost. A dishonest agent makes the transaction with a

dishonest medium cost supplier instead of with an honest low cost supplier

because this is the way in which he captures a surplus.
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Appendix 1

Proof of Lemma 1: The principal faces two possibilities:

a) A dishonest conspiracy: both agent and hidden principal are dishonest,

(ha; hhp) = (0; 0)

or

b) An honest conspiracy: either the agent or the supplier (or both) is

honest, (ha; hhp) = (H; 0) or (0; H) or (H;H):

If the conspiracy is dishonest,

bc 2 argmax fmax fwa (bc)gg

independent of the actual cost (c): Because their joint cost of lying is zero,

there is no way to make them announce something di®erent. All that matters

for the principal's utility is the value of max fwa (bc)g since this is the unique
value that will be paid. There will be a transaction in state i whenever

max fwa (bc)g ¸ ci, where i 2 f1; 2; 3g :
If at least one of the conspiracy members is honest, they will never lie.

The principal must consider whether the transaction takes place and the size

of the payment. Since a transaction occurs in state i if and only if wa (ci) ¸ ci;

the principal will always choose wa (ci) = ci over wa (ci) > ci: Therefore, when

the conspiracy is honest the only relevant distinction is whether wa (ci) = ci

or wa (ci) < ci at each possible state.

Since each coalition type occurs with positive probability, the principal

must consider:

1. the value of max fwa (bc)g

2. whether wa (ci) = ci or wa (ci) < ci at each possible state:

Depending on the value of the parameters the optimal scheme will be one of

the three given.¥
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Appendix 2

Proof of Proposition 1: The probability of corruption is as follows.

P (corruption) =
P

i2f1;2;3g
P (wia = w

¤
a)P (corruption=w

i
a)

Note that

P (corruption=w1a) = 0

P (corruption=w2a) = q1 (1¡ h) (1¡ p) > 0
P (corruption=w3a) = (q1 + q2) (1¡ h) (1¡ p) > P (corruption=w2a) > 0

Thus @P (corruption=w
i
a)

@I
= @P (corruption=wia)

@c1
= @P (corruption=wia)

@c3
= 0 for i 2 f1; 2; 3g :

Using these facts, the derivative of the probability of having corruption

with respect to I can be written as follows:

dP (corruption)

dI
=

@P (w2a = w
¤
a)

@I
q1 (1¡ h) (1¡ p) +

@P (w3a = w
¤
a)

@I
(q1 + q2) (1¡ h) (1¡ p)

But since

@Up(w
1
a)

@I
= q1 <

@Up(w
2
a)

@I
= (q1 + q2) <

@Up(w
3
a)

@I
= 1

we know that for some economies where Up(w
1
a) > Up(w

2
a) this inequality

reverses as I increases; this also happens in some economies where Up(w
2
a) >

Up(w3a). So
@P (w3a=w

¤
a)

@I
> 0 and @P (w1a=w

¤
a)

@I
< 0: Therefore dP (corruption)

dI
> 0.

The derivative with respect to c1 can be written as follows

dP (corruption)

dc1
=

@P (w2a = w
¤
a)

@c1
q1 (1¡ h) (1¡ p) +

@P (w3a = w
¤
a)

@c1
(q1 + q2) (1¡ h) (1¡ p)

But since

@Up(w
1
a)

@c1
= ¡q1 <

@Up(w
2
a)

@c1
¡ q1 (h+ (1¡ h) p) = @Up(w

3
a)

@c1
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we know that

@P (w2a = w
¤
a)

@c1
;
@P (w3a = w

¤
a)

@c1
> 0

and @P (w1a=w
¤
a)

@c1
< 0. Therefore dP (corruption)

dc1
> 0.

The derivative with respect to c3 can be written as follows:

dP (corruption)

dc3
=

@P (w2a = w
¤
a)

@c3
q1 (1¡ h) (1¡ p) +

@P (w3a = w
¤
a)

@c3
(q1 + q2) (1¡ h) (1¡ p)

But since

@Up(w1a)

@c3
= 0 =

@Up(w2a)

@c3
>
@Up(w3a)

@c3
= ¡ (q3 (q2 + q1) ((1¡ p) (1¡ h)))

we know that

@P (w1a = w
¤
a)

@c3
;
@P (w2a = w

¤
a)

@c3
> 0; and

@P (w3a = w
¤
a)

@c3
< 0

Therefore dP (corruption)
dc3

< 0.¥
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Appendix 3

Proof of Proposition 6: The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1

using the following facts.

A) For the four cases we have

1. P (corruption=w1a) = 0

2. P (corruption=w2a) > 0

3. P (corruption=w3a) > P (corruption=w
2
a) > 0

4. @P (corruption=wia)
@I

= @P (corruption=wia)
@c1

= @P (corruption=wia)
@c3

= 0 for i 2 f1; 2; 3g

5. @Up(w1a)
@I

< @Up(w2a)
@I

< @Up(w3a)
@I

= 1

6. @Up(w1a)

@c3
= 0 = @Up(w2a)

@c3
> @Up(w3a)

@c3

B) For the cases of C H, C H;and CH we have

@Up(w1a)

@c1
<
@Up(w2a)

@c1
=
@Up(w3a)

@c1

while for the case C H we have

@Up(w
1
a)

@c1
<
@Up(w

2
a)

@c1
<
@Up(w

3
a)

@c1
:¥


